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SPINOR REPRESENTATIONS OF POSITIVE DEFINITE
TERNARY QUADRATIC FORMS
JANGWON JU, KYOUNGMIN KIM AND BYEONG-KWEON OH
Abstract. For a positive definite integral ternary quadratic form f , let rpk, fq
be the number of representations of an integer k by f . The famous Minkowski-
Siegel formula implies that if the class number of f is one, then rpk, fq can be
written as a constant multiple of a product of local densities which are easily
computable. In this article, we consider the case when the spinor genus of f
contains only one class. In this case the above also holds if k is not contained
in a set of finite number of square classes which are easily computable (see,
for example, [10] and [11]). By using this fact, we prove some extension of
the results given in both [5] on the representations of generalized Bell ternary
forms and [3] on the representations of ternary quadratic forms with some
congruence conditions.
1. introduction
For a positive definite integral ternary quadratic form
fpx, y, zq “ ax2 ` by2 ` cz2 ` 2pyz ` 2qzx` 2rxy pa, b, c, p, q, r P Zq,
and an integer k, we define rpk, fq the number of representations of k by f , that is,
rpk, fq “ |tpx, y, zq P Z3 : fpx, y, zq “ ku|.
Note that it is always finite, for we are assuming that f is positive definite. It seems
to be quite a difficult problem to compute rpk, fq effectively for an arbitrary ternary
quadratic form f . The famous Minkowski-Siegel formula tells us that the weighted
sum of the number of representations by the genus of f is a constant multiple of
the product of local densities. To be more precise, we define
wpgenpfqq “
ÿ
rf 1sPgenpfq
1
opf 1q and rpk, genpfqq “
1
wpgenpfqq
ÿ
rf 1sPgenpfq
rpk, f 1q
opf 1q .
Here opf 1q is the order of the isometry group of f 1 and rf 1s is the set of isometric
classes containing the quadratic form f 1. The Minkowski-Siegel formula says that
(1.1) rpk, genpfqq “ 2pi
d
k
df
ˆ
ź
p
αppk, fq,
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where αp is the local density depending only on the structure of f over Zp and an
integer k. In particular, if the class number of f is one, then rpk, fq “ rpk, genpfqq.
As a natural modification of the Minkowski-Siegel formula, it was proved in [8]
and [14] that if we define
wpspnpfqq “
ÿ
rf 1sPspnpfq
1
opf 1q and rpk, spnpfqq “
1
wpspnpfqq
ÿ
rf 1sPspnpfq
rpk, f 1q
opf 1q ,
then rpk, spnpfqq “ rpk, genpfqq for any integer k that is not a splitting integer. In
[11], Schulze-Pillot gave a formula for rpk, spnpfqq ´ rpk, spnpf 1qq for any f 1 in the
genus of f and any splitting integer k. Hence if there is only one class in the spinor
genus of f , then we may have some formula on rpk, fq by using rpk, genpfqq.
Recently, some interesting formulas on the number of representations of ternary
quadratic forms were proved by using some identities of q-series. The aim of this
article is to reprove and extend some of those results by using spinor representation
theory.
In Section 2, we consider the representations of a generalized Bell ternary form
defined by fα,βpx, y, zq “ x2 ` 2αy2 ` 2βz2 pα ď βq, where α and β are non
negative integers. In [1], Bell gave a formula on the representations of integers
by the form fα,βpx, y, zq, where pα, βq P t1, 2, 4, 8u. Recently, Hu¨rlimann in [5]
provided a formula, by using q-series identities, on the numbers of representations
of fα,β, where pα, βq “ p2, 16q, p8, 16q, and resolved Cooper and Lam’s conjecture
given in [4] in these two cases. In fact, the class numbers of those forms considered
by Bell and these two forms are all one. Hence one may have the same results by
using the Minkowski-Siegel formula as follows: for an integer a, we define sgnpaq “ 1
if a is odd, sgnpaq “ 0 otherwise, and Ąfα,βpx, y, zq “ x2 ` y2 ` 2sgnpα`βqz2. Then
one may easily show that fα,β is isometric to Ąfα,β over Zp for any odd prime p.
Hence the Minkowski-Siegel formula (1.1) implies that
(1.2) rpk, genpfα,βqq “ 1?
2α`β´sgnpα`βq
¨ α2pk, fα,βq
α2pk,Ąfα,βq ¨ rpk,Ąfα,βq.
Since
rp2k, f0,1q “ rpk, f0,0q and rp2k ` 1, f0,1q “ 1
3
rp4k ` 2, f0,0q,
rpk, genpfα,βqq (and rpk, fα,βq itself, if the class number of fα,β is one) can be
written by using the number of representations of a sum of three squares. Note
that
hpfα,βq “ 1 if and only if α, β P t1, 2, 4, 8u or pα, βq “ p2, 16q, p8, 16q.
A similar argument can be applied when the spinor genus of fα,β contains only
one class. We show that this happens exactly when
pα, βq “ p1, 16q, p4, 16q, p8, 64q and p16, 16q.
Furthermore, we provide an exact formula for rpk, fα,βq in these cases by using the
number of representations of a sum of three squares.
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In Section 3, we consider the representations of integers by a quadratic form with
some congruence conditions. Let n be a positive integer and let
fpx1, x2, . . . , xnq “
nÿ
i,j“1
fijxixj pfi,j “ fji P Zq
be a positive definite quadratic form of rank n. Let Mf “ pfijq P MnˆnpZq
be the corresponding symmetric matrix. For a matrix B P MnˆnpZq and w “
pw1, w2, . . . , wnq, s “ ps1, s2, . . . , snq, we define, for an integer a,
RsB,wpa,Mfq “ tx P Zn : xtMfx “ a, Bx ” w pmod squ,
and for a quadratic form g of rank n whose corresponding symmetric matrix is Mg
and a vector z P Zn, we define, for an integer b,
Rpb; z,Mgq “ tx P Zn : xtMgx` 2xtz “ bu.
We show that there is a one to one correspondence between these two sets if we
choose parameters in each set suitably. We also show that in some particular cases,
for example, w “ 0, representations of a quadratic form with some congruence
conditions can be interpreted as representations of a subform without congruence
condition. If the corresponding subform has class number one or the spinor genus
of the subform contains only one class, then we may give a formula on the number
of representations of quadratic forms with some congruence conditions. By using
this method, we reprove Theorems (1.9), (1,10) and (1,11) in [3], and prove some
extensions of them.
A (quadratic) Z-lattice L “ Zx1 `Zx2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `Zxn of rank n is a free Z-module
equipped with a bilinear form B : L ˆ L Ñ Z. We define the quadratic form
corresponding to L by fLpx1, x2, . . . xnq “
řn
i,j“1 Bpxi,xjqxixj . We also define the
corresponding symmetric matrix ML “ pBpxi,xjqq P MnˆnpZq. Note that these
three terminologies are equivalent with each other. If ML is diagonal, we briefly
write
L “ xa11, a22, . . . , anny.
In this article, we always assume that any quadratic form is positive definite.
Any unexplained notations and terminologies can be found in [7] or [9].
2. representations of generalized Bell ternary quadratic forms
A ternary Z-lattice L is said to be a generalized Bell ternary Z-lattice if L is
isometric to x1, 2α, 2βy pα ď βq, for some non negative integers α, β. As noted in
the introduction, it is well known that there are exactly 12 generalized Bell ternary
Z-lattices having class number 1. For each of these 12 lattices, it is proved in [1] and
[5] that the number of representations of an integer k can be written as a constant
multiple of the number of representations of an integer, which is not necessarily
same to k, by a sum of three squares. In this section, we prove similar results in
the case when the spinor genus of a generalized Bell ternary lattice contains only
one class.
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Let L be a (positive definite integral) ternary Z-lattice and let p be a prime. We
define a Λp-transformation as follows:
ΛppLq “ tx P L | Qpx` zq ” Qpzq pmod pq for all z P Lu.
Let λppLq be the primitive lattice obtained from ΛppLq by scaling V “ LbQ by a
suitable rational number.
For L1 P genpLq pL1 P spnpLqq and any prime p, one may easily show that
λppL1q P genpλppLqq pλppL1q P spnpλppLqq, respectivelyq. If we define genpLq{ „
the set of all classes in genpLq, it is well known that the map
(2.1) λp : genpLq{ „ ÝÑ genpλppLqq{ „
given by rL1s ÞÑ rλppL1qs for any class rL1s P genpLq{ „ is well-defined and surjective
(see [13]). Furthermore, the restriction map λp to spnpLq{ „ is also a surjective
map onto spnpλppLqq{ „. Hence
hpLq ě hpλppLqq and hspLq ě hspλppLqq
for any prime p, where hpLq (hspLq) is the number of classes in the genus (spinor
genus, respectively) of L.
Lemma 2.1. For a generalized Bell ternary Z-lattice L, hspLq “ 1 and hpLq ‰ 1
if and only if L is isometric to one of the following 4 lattices:
L1 “ x1, 1, 16y, L2 “ x1, 4, 16y, L3 “ x1, 8, 64y, L4 “ x1, 16, 16y.
Proof. Let L » x1, 2α, 2βy pα ď βq be a generalized Bell ternary lattice. Assume
that α` 4 ď β if α is odd, α` 5 ď β otherwise. Then L can be transformed to one
of two lattices:
x1, 1, 32y, x1, 2, 32y
by taking finite number of λ2-transformations. Since
hspx1, 1, 32yq “ hspx1, 2, 32yq “ 2,
we have hspLq ě 2 in this case. Hence we may assume that β ď α` 3 if α is odd,
β ď α ` 4 otherwise. Assume further that α ě 5. Then L can be transformed to
one of the following lattices:
x1, 25, 2γy, x1, 26, 2δy,
where 5 ď γ ď 8 and 6 ď δ ď 10, by taking finite number of λ2-transformations to
L. One can easily compute that
hspx1, 25, 2γyq ě 2, hspx1, 26, 2δyq ě 2,
for any 5 ď γ ď 8 and 6 ď δ ď 10. Therefore we have hspLq ě 2 in this case.
For the remaining 23 candidates, one can easily show that hpLq “ 1 or hspLq ě 2
except the following 4 lattices
x1, 1, 16y, x1, 4, 16y, x1, 8, 64y, x1, 16, 16y.
One may easily show that all of these 4 lattices have class number 2 and their
genera contain 2 spinor genera. This completes the proof. 
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Remark 2.2. For each lattice Li defined above, the other spinor genus in the genus
of Li contains only one class rL1is defined by
L11 “
¨˝
2 0 1
0 2 1
1 1 5
‚˛, L12 “
¨˝
4 0 0
0 4 2
0 2 5
‚˛, L13 “
¨˝
4 0 2
0 8 0
2 0 17
‚˛, L14 “
¨˝
4 2 2
2 9 1
2 1 9
‚˛.
We will show that the number of representations of an integer k by each lattice
Li in Lemma 2.1 can be written by using the number of representations of the
integer k by the lattice x1, 1, 1y or x1, 1, 2y. For any non negative integer k, we
define
r1pkq “ rpk, x1, 1, 1yq and r2pkq “ rpk, x1, 1, 2yq.
Lemma 2.3. Let Lip1 ď i ď 4q be a Z-lattice in Lemma 2.1 and let k “ 2ap8t`αq
be an integer such that a, t P NY t0u and α P t1, 3, 5, 7u. Then we have
rpk, genpLiqq “
#
cipa, αq ¨ r1pkq if i “ 1, 2, 4,
cipa, αq ¨ r2pkq otherwise,
where the constant c “ cipa, αq depends only on i, a and α. The values of cipa, αq
are given in Table 1.
Proof. The lemma follows directly from the equation (1.2). For the computations
of local densities, see [12]. 
Table 1 Values of cipa, αq
i “ 1 i “ 2 i “ 3 i “ 4
pa, αq c pa, αq c pa, αq c pa, αq c
p0, 1q 1
3
p0, 1q 1
6
p0, 1q 1
4
p0, 1q 1
6
p0, 5q 1
3
p0, 5q 1
6
p2, 1q 1
6
p2, 1q 1
3
p1, 1q 1
3
p2, 1q 2
3
p2, 3q 1
6
p2, 5q 1
3
p1, 5q 1
3
p2, 5q 2
3
p3, 1q 1
3
pa, αq, pa ě 4q 1
p2, 1q 2
3
p3, αq 1
3
p3, 3q 1
2
otherwise 0
p2, 5q 2
3
pa, αq, pa ě 4q 1 p4, αq 1
6
p3, αq 1
3
otherwise 0 p5, 1q 1
3
pa, αq, pa ě 4q 1 p5, 3q 1
otherwise 0 p5, 5q 1
3
p6, αq 1
3
pa, αq, pa ě 7q 1
otherwise 0
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Theorem 2.4. Let Li p1 ď i ď 4q be a ternary Z-lattice in Lemma 2.1. For any
integer k “ 2ap8t` αq such that a, t P NY t0u and α P t1, 3, 5, 7u, we have
rpk, L1q “
#
1
3
r1pkq ` δ˝pkq ¨ p´1q
?
k´1
2 ¨ 2?k if pa, αq “ p0, 1q,
c1pa, αq ¨ r1pkq otherwise,
rpk, L2q “
#
1
6
r1pkq ` δ˝pkq ¨ p´1q
?
k´1
2 ¨
?
k if pa, αq “ p0, 1q,
c2pa, αq ¨ r1pkq otherwise,
rpk, L3q “
#
1
4
r2pkq ` δ˝pkq ¨ p´1q
?
k´1
2 ¨ p´1q 18 pk´1q ¨ ?k if pa, αq “ p0, 1q,
c3pa, αq ¨ r2pkq otherwise,
rpk, L4q “
#
1
6
r1pkq ` δ˝pkq ¨ p´1q
?
k´1
2 ¨ ?k if pa, αq “ p0, 1q,
c4pa, αq ¨ r1pkq otherwise,
where δ˝pkq “ 1 if k is a square of an integer, δ˝pkq “ 0 otherwise.
Proof. Since proofs are quite similar to each other, we only provide the proof of the
third case. The genus of L3 consists of the following two lattices up to isometry:
L3 “ x1, 8, 64y and L13 “
¨˝
4 0 2
0 8 0
2 0 17
‚˛.
Note that opL3q “ opL13q “ 8. By Lemma 2.3, we have
(2.2)
rpk, L3q
2
` rpk, L
1
3q
2
“ c3pa, αq ¨ r2pkq,
for any non negative integer k.
On the other hand, one may easily compute the difference
rpk, spnpL3qq ´ rpk, spnpL13qq
by using Korollar 2 of [11]. Since hspL3q “ hspL13q “ 1 by Lemma 2.1, we have
(2.3) rpk, L3q ´ rpk, L13q “
#
δ˝pkq ¨ p´1q
?
k´1
2 ¨ p´1q 18 pk´1q ¨ 2?k if k is odd,
0 otherwise.
From the equations (2.2), and (2.3) we have the third equality in the theorem. 
3. Representations of quadratic forms with some congruence
conditions
In this section, we consider representations of a quadratic form with some con-
gruence conditions. We show that there is a one to one correspondence between
representations of a quadratic form with some congruence conditions and represen-
tations of a quadratic polynomial which is suitably chosen. We also show that in
some particular cases, representations of a quadratic form with some congruence
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conditions can be interpreted as representations of a subform without congruence
condition. If the corresponding subform has class number one or the spinor genus
of the subform contains only one class, then we may give a formula on the number
of representations of a quadratic form with some congruence conditions. By using
this method, We reprove Theorems (1.9), (1.10) and (1.11) in [3], and prove some
extensions of them. From now on, Zn denotes the set of nˆ 1 column vectors.
Let L be a Z-lattice of rank n with a matrix presentation M and let a be
an integer. For an integral matrix B “ pbijq P MnˆnpZq and vectors w “
pw1, w2, . . . , wnqt P Zn, s “ ps1, s2, . . . , snqt P Zn, we define
M
s
B,w “ tx P Zn : Bx ” w pmod squ.
Here, for any two vectors w “ pw1, w2, . . . , wnqt and w1 “ pw11, w12, . . . , w1nqt in
Zn, we say w ” w1 pmod sq if wi ” w1i pmod siq for any i “ 1, 2, . . . , n. We
always assume that y P MsB,w ‰ H. Clearly, y `MsB,0 “ MsB,w. Since MsB,0
is a free Z-module of rank n, there is a basis tui P Znuni“1 for MsB,0 such that
MsB,0 “ Zu1`Zu2` ¨ ¨ ¨`Zun. Define UsB,0 “ ru1,u2, . . . ,uns PMnˆnpZq so that
ImpUsB,0q “ MsB,0. We also define the smallest free Z-module containing the left
coset MsB,w by
ČMsB,w, which is, in fact,ČMsB,w “ Zy `MsB,0.
We define dsB,w “ rČMsB,w,MsB,0s. Note that dsB,w is the smallest positive integer
such that dsB,w ¨ y P MsB,0. For a fixed basis tviuni“1 for ČMsB,w, we define ĆVsB,w “
rv1,v2, . . . ,vns PMnˆnpZq. Finally, we define quadratic forms
M sB,0 “ pUsB,0qtMUsB,0 and ČM sB,w “ pĆVsB,wqtMĆVsB,w.
Note that ČM sB,w is independent of the choice of basis tviuni“1 up to isometry.
In this section, we consider the set
RsB,wpa,Mq “ tx PMsB,w : xtMx “ au and rsB,wpa,Mq “ |RsB,wpa,Mq|.
For an integer b, a vector z P Zn and a quadratic form N , we define
Rpa; z, Nq “ tx P Zn : xtNx` 2xtz “ au.
The following lemma says that there is a one to one correspondence between rep-
resentations of a quadratic form with congruence conditions and representations of
a quadratic polynomial which is suitably chosen.
Theorem 3.1. Let M,a,B,w, s and y be given as above. Then the map Φ : x Ñ
pU sB,0q´1px´yq from RsB,wpa,Mq to Rpa´ytMy; pUsB,0qtMy,M sB,0q is a bijective
map. Conversely, for a set Rpa; z, Nq, there are M 1, a1, B1,w1, s1 and y1 such that
ΦpRs1B1,w1pa1,M 1qq “ Rpa; z, Nq.
Proof. Let x P RsB,wpa,Mq. Since x ´ y P MsB,0, we have pUsB,0q´1px ´ yq P Zn.
Hence one may easily check that
pUsB,0q´1px´ yq P Rpa´ ytMy; pUsB,0qtMy,M sB,0q.
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Therefore the map Φ is well-defined. For any z P Rpa´ ytMy; pUsB,0qtMy,M sB,0q,
if we define Ψpzq “ U sB,0z` y, then Φ ˝Ψ “ Ψ ˝ Φ “ Id.
To prove the converse, let N “ rt1, t2, . . . , tns. By Invariant Factor Theorem,
there is a basis teiuni“1 for Zn and integers si for 1 ď i ď n such that si | si`1 and
Zt1 ` Zt2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Ztn “ Zps1e1q ` Zps2e2q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Zpsnenq.
If we define B1 “ re1, e2, . . . , ens´1 P MnˆnpZq and s1 “ ps11, s12, . . . , s1nq, then one
may easily show that
Zt1 ` Zt2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Ztn “Ms1B1,0 and N “ Us
1
B1,0.
If we define y1 “ z, w1 “ B1z,
M 1 “ detpNqN´1 and a1 “ pdetNqa` zt detpNqN´1z,
then one may easily check the above map Φ is a bijective map from Rs
1
B1,w1pa1,M 1q
to Rpa; z, Nq. 
Lemma 3.2. Under the same notations given above, we have
rpa,ČM sB,wq “ rsB,0pa,Mq ` d
s
B,w´1ÿ
k“1
rsB,kwpa,Mq.
Proof. The lemma follows directly from the fact that the Z-module ČMsB,w is a
disjoint union of left cosets ky `MsB,0 “MsB,kw for k “ 0, 1, . . . , dsB,w´ 1. 
Corollary 3.3. Under the same notations given above, we have the followings:
(i) We have rsB,0pa,Mq “ rpa,M sB,0q.
(ii) If dsB,w “ 2, then rsB,wpa,Mq “ rpa,ČM sB,wq ´ rpa,M sB,0q.
(iii) The map x Ñ ´x from RsB,wpa,Mq to RsB,´wpa,Mq is bijective. In par-
ticular, if dsB,w “ 3, then rsB,wpa,Mq “
1
2
´
rpa,ČM sB,wq ´ rpa,M sB,0q¯.
(iv) Assume that for s “ gcdps1, s2, . . . , snq, gcdpdetB, sq “ gcdpa, sq “ 1.
Then for any k such that gcdps, kq ą 1, rsB,kwpa,Mq “ 0.
Proof. If w “ 0, then we can take y “ 0. Hence the first assertion comes directly
from Theorem 3.1. The second assertion comes directly from Lemma 3.2. The third
and fourth assertions are trivial. 
Now, by using the above corollary and spinor representation theory of quadratic
forms, we reprove Theorems (1.9), (1.10) and (1,11) in [3]. To do these, we define
ternary quadratic forms:
M1 “ x1, 1, 1y, M2 “ x1, 1, 2y, M3 “ x1, 4, 12y.
Let
B1 “
¨˝
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
‚˛, B2 “
¨˝
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
‚˛, B3 “
¨˝
1 0 0
0 1 ´1
0 1 1
‚˛.
and
w1 “ p1, 2, 2qt, w2 “ p1, 4, 0qt, w3 “ p3, 0, 2qt,
s1 “ p4, 8, 8qt, s2 “ p4, 16, 2qt, s3 “ p12, 6, 6qt.
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Corollary 3.4. Let n be a positive integer. Then we have
(i) rs1B1,w1p8n` 1,M1q “ 0 if and only if 8n` 1 “ M2 and all prime divisors
of M are congruent to 1 modulo 4.
(ii) rs2B2,w2p8n ` 1,M2q “ 0 if and only if 8n ` 1 “ E2 and all prime divisors
of E are congruent to 1 or 3 modulo 8.
(iii) rs3B3,w3p24n`1,M3q “ 0 if and only if 24n`1 “W 2 and all prime divisors
of W are congruent to 1 modulo 3.
Proof. First, we define quadratic forms
K1 “
¨˝
9 4 2
4 16 8
2 8 36
‚˛, K2 “
¨˝
4 0 2
0 8 0
2 0 17
‚˛, K3 “
¨˝
9 0 0
0 16 8
0 8 112
‚˛.
One may easily show that the spinor genus of Ki contains only one class for each
i “ 1, 2, 3. Note that Ms1B1,0 “ Zp4, 0, 0qt ` Zp0, 8, 0qt ` Zp0, 0, 8qt andČMs1B1,w1 “ Zp1, 2, 2qt ` Zp4, 0, 0qt ` Zp0, 8, 0qt.
Hence ds1B1,w1 “ 4 in this case, and one may easily show that
M s1B1,0 “
¨˝
16 0 0
0 64 0
0 0 64
‚˛ and ČM s1B1,w1 » K1.
Since rp8n ` 1,M s1B1,0q “ 0, we have 2rs1B1,w1p8n ` 1,M1q “ rp8n ` 1,K1q by (iii)
and (iv) of Corollary 3.3. Since the spinor genus of K1 contains only one class, it
represents all integers of the form 8n ` 1 except spinor exceptional integers of it.
Hence one may easily show that rp8n` 1,K1q “ 0 if and only if 8n` 1 “M2 and
all prime divisors of M are congruent to 1 modulo 4.
We consider the second case which corresponds to Theorem (1.10) of [3]. Note
that
rs2B2,w2p8n` 1,M2q
“ |tpx, y, zqt P Z3 : x2`y2`2z2 “ 8n` 1, px, y, zq ” p1, 4, 0qpmod p4, 16, 2qqu|
“ |tpx, y, zqt P Z3 : p4x` 1q2 ` p16y ` 4q2 ` 2p2zq2 “ 8n` 1u|
“ |tpx, y, zqt P Z3 : p4x` 1q2 ` 16p4y ` 1q2 ` 8z2 “ 8n` 1u|
“ 1
4
|tpx, y, zqt P Z3 : p2x` 1q2 ` 16p2y ` 1q2 ` 8z2 “ 8n` 1u|
“ 1
4
|tpx, y, zqt P Z3 : x2`16y2`8z2“8n` 1,px, y, zq”p1, 1, 0qpmod p2, 2, 1qqu|.
Hence if we define w12 “ p1, 1, 0q, s12 “ p2, 2, 1q and M 12 “ x1, 16, 8y, then
rs2B2,w2p8n` 1,M2q “
1
4
r
s
1
2
B2,w
1
2
p8n` 1,M 12q.
Note that
M
s
1
2
B2,0
“ x4, 64, 8y and ČM s12
B2,w
1
2
» K2.
Therefore by Corollary 3.3, we have
rs2B2,w2p8n` 1,M2q “
1
4
rp8n` 1,K2q.
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The assertion follows directly from the fact that the spinor genus of K2 contains
only one class.
Now, we consider the third case. One may easily show thatMs3B3,0 “ Zp12, 0, 0qt`
Zp0, 3,´3qt ` Zp0, 3, 3qt andČMs3B3,w3 “ Zp3, 0, 0qt ` Zp0, 3,´3qt ` Zp0, 1, 1qt.
Hence ds3B3,w3 “ 12 in this case, and one may also show that
M s3B3,0 “
¨˝
144 0 0
0 144 ´72
0 ´72 144
‚˛ and ČM s3B3,w3 » K3.
Note that rs3B3,kw3p24n ` 1,M3q “ 0 for any k such that pk, 12q ‰ 1 by (iv) of
Corollary 3.3. Since the map px1, x2, x3q Ñ px1,´x2,´x3q from Rs3B3,w3p24n `
1,M3q to Rs3B3,5w3p24n` 1,M3q is bijective, Lemma 3.2 implies that
4rs3B3,w3p24n` 1,M3q “ rp24n` 1,K3q.
Since the spinor genus of K3 contains only one class, it represents all integers of the
form 24n` 1 except spinor exceptional integers of it. Hence one may easily show
that rp24n ` 1,K3q “ 0 if and only if 24n` 1 “ W 2 and all prime divisors of W
are congruent to 1 modulo 3. 
Remark 3.5. Since the spinor genus of each lattice Ki contains only one class, we
may give a formula on rsiBi,wip8n ` 1,Miq by using the number of representations
of Ki (and also Mi) for any i “ 1, 2, 3. For example, we have
rs2B2,w2p8n` 1,M2q“ 14rp8n` 1,K2q “ 14rp8n` 1, L13q
“ 1
16
r2p8n` 1q ´ 14δ˝p8n` 1q ¨ p´1q
?
8n`1´1
2 ¨ p´1qn ¨ ?8n` 1.
If we use spinor genera having only one class, we may have some more results
similar to the above. For some examples of ternary quadratic forms whose spinor
genera consists of only one class, see [2] or Section 7 of [6].
Define quadratic forms
M4 “ x1, 1, 1y, M5 “ x1, 1, 1y, M6 “ x1, 1, 2y.
We also define
B4 “ B5 “ B6 “
¨˝
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
‚˛,
and
w4 “ p1, 0, 2qt, w5 “ p1, 2, 2qt, w6 “ p1, 1, 2qt,
s4 “ p2, 2, 4qt, s5 “ p2, 4, 4qt, s6 “ p2, 2, 4qt.
Corollary 3.6. Let n be a positive integer. Then we have
(i) rs4B4,w4p8n` 1,M4q “ 0 if and only if 8n` 1 “ M2 and all prime divisors
of M are congruent to 1 modulo 4 and rs4B4,w4p8n` 5,M4q ą 0.
(ii) rs5B5,w5p8n` 1,M5q “ 0 if and only if 8n` 1 “ M2 and all prime divisors
of M are congruent to 1 modulo 4.
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(iii) rs6B6,w6p16n`2,M6q “ 0 if and only if 16n`2 “ 2M2 and all prime divisors
of M are congruent to 1 modulo 4 and rs6B6,w6p16n` 10,M6q ą 0.
Proof. Recall that we defined in Section 2, that
L12 “
¨˝
4 0 2
0 4 0
2 0 5
‚˛, L14 “
¨˝
4 2 2
2 9 1
2 1 9
‚˛, L11 “
¨˝
2 0 1
0 2 1
1 1 5
‚˛,
where each spinor genus contains only one class. Note that Ms4B4,0 “ Zp2, 0, 0qt `
Zp0, 2, 0qt ` Zp0, 0, 4qt and
ČMs4B4,w4 “ Zp1, 0, 2qt ` Zp2, 0, 0qt ` Zp0, 2, 0qt.
Hence ds4B4,w4 “ 2 in this case, and one may easily show that
M s4B4,0 “
¨˝
4 0 0
0 4 0
0 0 16
‚˛ and ČM s4B4,w4 » L12.
Now everything follows from Corollary 3.3 and the fact that the spinor genus of
K4 contains only one class. The proofs of the second and the third cases are quite
similar to this. One may use the fact that
ds5B5w5 “ 2, ds6B6,w6 “ 2 and ČM s5B5,w5 » L14, ČM s6B6,w6 » 2L11.
This completes the proof. 
Corollary 3.7. Let n be a positive integer. Then we have
piq rs4B4,w4p8n` 1,M4q “ rp8n` 1, L12q
“ 1
6
r1p8n` 1q ´ δ˝p8n` 1q ¨ p´1q
?
8n`1´1
2 ¨ ?8n` 1,
rs4B4,w4p8n` 5,M4q “ rp8n` 5, L12q “ 16 r1p8n` 5q.
piiq rs5B5,w5p8n` 1,M5q “ rp8n` 1, L14q
“ 1
6
r1p8n` 1q ´ δ˝p8n` 1q ¨ p´1q
?
8n`1´1
2 ¨ ?8n` 1.
piiiq rs6B6,w6p16n` 2,M6q “ rp8n` 1, L11q
“ 1
3
r1p8n` 1q ´ δ˝p8n` 1q ¨ p´1q
?
8n`1´1
2 ¨ 2?8n` 1,
rs6B6,w6p16n` 10,M6q “ rp8n` 5, L11q “ 13 r1p8n` 5q.
Proof. The corollary is a direct consequence of Remark 2.2, Theorem 2.4 and Corol-
lary 3.6. 
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